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1. COMMUNICATIONS (item 20 of the agenda)( continued): 

Confidential list of conmunicatione concerning human rights received b7 tbe 
United Nations from 7 May 1952 to 13 March 1953 

In r~ply to a question from Mr. MOROSOv (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), 

who regretted that he had been unable to attend the preceding closed (38lst) 

meeting, the CHAIRMAN explained that the Commission had received a confidenti.al 

list of caanunications addressed to the United Nations concerning human rights, ·and 

en addendum thereto, both of which had been prepared by the Secretary-General in 

pursuance of Council resolutions 75 (V) end 275 B(X), and had taken note of them.. 

Mr. INGlEs (Philippines) understood that the C~ssidn had decided tb · 

make public the summary record of the closed meeting, but that there had been no 

fonnal decision to take note of the contident:·.al list of CODmlWlications. 

Mr. MOROSOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Repuolics), raising a point of 

order, considered that the decision to take not~ of the confidential list pught to ., . 
have been put to the vote; then had·he been present, he would have abstained. 

Proposing that the question be put to the vote at the present meeting, he said 

that he .believed that such a procedure would be in order without the Commission's · 

needing to revert to a closed meeting, 
, 

The CHA!BMAN explained that, no objectipn having been raised when he bad 

proposed that the Commission note the distribution of the two documents,(l) that, 

in his view constituted a formal, if tacit, decision, and there was consequentl;r 

no need for a vote at the present stage. He would therefore ask the Commission to 

declare whether or not it upheld that interpretation. 

(l) 

The Chairman's interpretation was upheld by 14 votes to none, with 4 abstentJ.one. 

In the provisional summary record this phrase read "that the Commission take 
~ of the two documents". At the 390th meeting, however, after diacusSioii 
following a point of order raised by the Polish representative, the Commission 
agreed that the Rapporteur should be asked to collate the French and English 
texts in respect of the expressions "prendre acte" and "take note". In due 
course, the Rapporteur proposed that the En.;i;.lish text should read "the 
Commission should note the distribution of the two documents", the phrase used 
above, which rendered more. faithfully than did thE1 words titake note" the 
interpretation wh:i.ch· the Chairman had placed on the expression "prend acte". 

See also the following summary records: 
.)Slat {closed) meet~g {E/CN.4/SR.38l), pages 3 and 4; 
.385th meeting (E/C.Li.4/SR.385), page 4; and 
390th meeting (E/CN.4/SR.390), pages 7 to 10. 
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Mr. MOROSOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) requested that, since 

the vote just taken related to happenings· a~ a meeting from which he had been absent1 . ' 

it be placed on record that, had he been present, he would have abstained from the 

decision to take note of the confidential list of communications and the addendum 

thereto. 

2. DRAFT INTERNATIONAL COVENANTS ON HUlvJAN RIGHTS AND li!EASURES OF IMPLEMENTATION 
(item 3 of the agenda)(res~ed from the previous meeting): 

Proposals for additional articles relating to the draft covenant on civil and 
political rights (E/2256)(continued): ' 

Article on right to marriage and right of the family to protection by society 
and the State (draft resolution adopted by the Qommission on the Status of 
Women) (E/CN.4/686)(continued) 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the proposed new article submitted in the 

resolution adopted by the Commis~ion on the Sta.tus of -,{omen, and introduced at the 

380th meeting by Mrs. Lefaucheux, representing that Commission (E/CN.4/686) was 

identical with Article 16 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. He drew 

attention to article 10 of the draft covenant on economic, social and cultural 

rights, which also .related to the protection of marriage, motherhood and the fmnil7. 
~ 

Mr. JEVREMOVIC (Yugo_slavia) recalled that he had already explained why the 

Yugoslav delegation was willing to support the proposal put forward by the 

Commission on the Status of Women. 

It qould not be denied that, nearly all over the world, the position of 

women in matrimoey and family life was unsatisfactor,y. Although their work was 

often harder than that of men, their rights in respect of marriage, the family and 

dissolution of marriage were inferior to men•s. That position obtained not o~ in 

the under-developed countries, but also l.ll some regarded as advanced, and it . ' 

justified the inclus1on in the covenant on civil and political rights of the text 

ot Art1cle 16 of the Universal D_eclaration, with the object of removing the 

traditional inequalities. Indeed, were it true that such anomalies were confined to 

the under-developed countries, progress towards equality might be expected even 

without the inclusion of such an article. Unfortunately that was not the case. 

He was aware of the difficulties that the adoption of the proposal before the 

Commission 'WOuld create; as his own countr,y had experienced them on the national 
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plane. However, it had been precisely those difficulties which had led the 

Commission to include Article 16 in the Universal Declarat~on of Human Rights and 

which bad •purred on those women who were still suffering from the existlllg 

J.nequalit::i.ea to urge that similar provisions be written into the covenant on civil 
r 

anQ. political ripts. The COIIIII.ission must tberefo.re find means of overccm1ng them • 
... 

Moreover, although article 10 ot the draft covenant on economic, social and 

cultural rights included certain basic features of Article ~6 of the UniYersal 

Declaration, that was no reason why the latter should not be reproduced in the 

covenant on civil and political rights. Several principles nad, in fact, been 

included in both covenants, for inst~e, those of the right of self-determination 

and of the· equality of men and women. 

Mr. DIAZ-CASANEUVA (Chile) said that his delegatiOn's position ·on the 

question of\OID.en•s rights was well known; but while be wished to pay a· tribute to 

the Commission on the Status of Women for its work, be. felt certain doubts, not 

about the substance, but about the juridical form of its proposal. 

His first ques~ion concerned the use of the term 11of full age". That was an 

extremel.7 imprec.:ise expression. Marriageable age varied very much fi'Of'll. country to 

a>untr;y; in some it was identical with the ase of legal maturity, whereas in 

other• it na aueh lower, W:pending on What was regarded as PJ¥eical mat.u.rity. It wae 

undesirable that the proclamation in the covenant of the right to marry at a 

marriageable age should have the effect of encouraging marriage as lOon as girls 
' 

became nubile. In countries where the marriageable age was low, the tisure waa 

based solelJ on the ~aiological factor, and took no account of psycboloaical 

considerations or of the development of personali tr. The period of adolescence was 

a critical one, and was directly associated with problems of social adaptation. 

Both men and women might be physiologically mature at what was fixed as the age of 

nubility, but cOIIlpletely unprepared PSTchological.l;y to make a good. arr1aae aDd 

found a famil;v. 

The proposed text specified race, nationality and rel4-gion as the circumat~ces 

which; should not be allowed to limit the right to marry. He was in entire ,.greement, 
. ' 

wi tb the, inclusion of those three factors, although he was not aware that tha , 

legislation of any country .forbade marriaae with persona ot a particular nationality. 
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He would, however, like to suggest the addition of a fourth consideration which at .. 
p~sent, at least in practice, often constituted an impediment to marriage, namely 

the prejudice ot social origin or fortune. As everyone lmew, if an intending couple 

came from homes with highly 'iieparate social and economic backgrounds, the families 

frequently stepped in to prevent the ~rriage taking place. Such considerat~ons 

ought to play no part in a truly democratic society. 

His third concern related to an omission from the text submitted. There were 

two principle elements in marriage: conjugal union and the family. The text 

recognized the right to freedom of choice in respect of the first, and the necessity 

tor the protection of society and the State in respect of the second. Society and 
• ' I • 

the State had a three-fold duty towards men and women who intended to marry: to 

recognize the free right of the parties; to promote their sense of respons~bility; 

and to. facilitate and protect the union. The last two elements were lacking from 
' 

the text taken from the Universal Declaration, which itself raised one of the great 

and most delicate problema• of contemporary society. Divorce or separation, although 

regarded as a misfortune, had none the less hi~herto been a~cepted i~ many quarters 

as a necessary evil; but society was coming to see.k ways of making marriages happy · 

and lasting, and thus preventing their breakdown. Intending spouses must be prepared 

for marriage by a suitable educative process which it was the duty of the State to 

facilitate through appropriate legislation. It ~~s a good thing that much was 

already being done in that direction in many countries. 

Paragraph (l) failed to distinguish sufficiently clearly between the right 

to marry without restriction and equality of rights as to marriage. Although he 

realized that the concept ofequality of r~ghts would inevitably arouse oppos~tion in 

certain countries, he believed that the two parts of the paragraph must be given 

the same weight. He would have preferred to see the word 11family11 followed by the 

phrase which now formed paragraph (2) ( 11Marriage shall be entered into only with 

the free and full consent of the int'ending spouses"), with the add~tion of some such 

phrase as: "The State shall provide all guarantees for the protect~on of these 

rights · and for the exercise of the responsibilities that these rights entail", The 

provision relating to . equal rights shoul<l be redrafted to make it absolutely clear. 

The intention was plain, namely, to eliminate the last vest~gea of the old Raman 
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patriarcey, in which the head of the famil.y was the head of the household religion, 

being both priest and judge, with absolute power, while the wife and children were 

relegated to a position of utter inferiority. As the structure of social life had 

gradually changed, so ~d the head of the fami~ lost his patriarchal tunct1ons. 

And ;yet, though vast social progress had been made in many parts of the world, the 

family still remained the foundation of society,· whereas the relationships within 

the fami~ hcid changed, women getting nearer toe quality and acquiring new 

responsibilities and the parent-ch1ld relationship becoming more human and flexible. 

F1nal~, paragraph (3) should be more strongly worded, more emphasis being placed 

on the obligations resting upon society and the State. 

Mr. CASSIN (France) considered that the problem was one of the most 

serious that the Commission had had to tackle, not merely in its substance, but 

also .in 1ts legal aspects. 

With regard to the substance, the statements made at the 380th meeting b;y the 

representative of the Commission on the Status of ~omen were unfortunately only too 

true. In some countries it had taken centuries to improve the status of women, 

and in many others their treatment was still positively brutal. Hence, the 

Commission's dutywas rather to improve the state of women in those countries 

where it was particularly wretched. than to concentrate on securing for their 

complete equality with men in countries which had already gone a long Waf towards 

that goal. · 

With regard to paragraph (1) of Article 16 of the Universal Declaration, he 

agreed with the Chilean representative that the question of marriageable age 

raised difficulties; but he trusted that they could be overcome, for example, b;y 

ueing the notion of legal majority to complement that of the age of consent. 

The essential question was, how to d·eal with the problem of the family in all 

the different parts of the world? Ever since 1948 he had been arguing that the 

sum total of family rights, including marriage, were so important as tolBrrant not 

a separate covenant, but a series of co~enants, such as had been qo~cluded in the 

case of refugees, for example. Admittedly, .the General Assembly had given the 

CCIIIDiission a difficult task; but ,the fact remained that, after long academic 

discussions, there, other problems such as slavery, nationality, and refugees had 

been removed from the scope of the draft covenants. 
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He recalled that the previous year, the Commission had inserted in the draft 

covenant on economic, soc~al and cultural rights an article (article 10), paragraph 3 

of which specified that the family, as the basis of society, was entitled to the 

widest possible protection, and that.it was based on marriage, which must be entered 

into with the free consent of the intending spouses. That paragraph was pure- civil 

law; and he wondered whether the Commission could not follow up the precedent thus 

created and insert in that draft covenant provisions relating to righta in the family 

and marriage. A decision to do so would help to solve the tricky problem of timing, 

since article 2 of. that covenant already provided for pro6ressiv~ implementation. 

The Commission might be even bolder, as States were given a time-limit in which to 

honour their undertakings in respect of implementation, and insert Article 16 of the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights integrally in that instrument. 

If, however, the Commis.sion decided to plac~ Article 16 in the dra.ft CQVenant 

on civil and political rights - as would, no doubt, be more logical - its 

responsibility would be very much greater. As members knew, family institutions varied 

widely f~om part to part of the world, and it would be impossible to include in a 

covenant involving an undertaking to implement it at once provisions requiring States 

to carry out overnight what centuries of evolution had not succeeded in br1nging 

about. Moreover, if the Commission chose that method, it would run the risk of 

stirring up a hornet's nest of protests - same legitimate and others not -at the 

time of signature, and again when the covenant later came up for ratification by 

parliaments; and that might prove fatal for both instruments now being drafted. 

In the light of his_ personal experience of canon law and Islamic law, he had 

tried to show that members could do a great deal of good or a great deal of hann, 

according to the decision they took. 

Sir Abdur RAHMAN (Pakistan)· said that he wished to reserve his general 

statement until the following day. At the moment, he would only say that it would 

be impossible for Pakistan, or any other Islamic country, to accept the recommendation 

of the Commission on the Status of Women. 

Mrs. CHATTOPADHYAY (India) said that she too would make her general statement 

the following day, and for the time being wished only to take up the Chilean 

representative • s point concerning the meaning of "full age". As the other members of 
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the Commission knew, India had permitted marriages at a very early age, but that 

had been at a time wnen ~arental control had been strict, so that the child-wife 

had enjoyed a certain measure of protection, As conditions had gradually evolved, 

the State had been obliged to intervene and to prescribe a min~um age for marriage. 

That age was not the ~e as the age of consent, however, and the protection of the 

State could still be sought until the age of consent had been reached. She, too, . 
had therefore been troubled about the mea.rung of the words 11 of full age", 

The wording of Article 16 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was in 

general much too broad for J.nclusion in a legally binding covenant. Her country 

had accepted the prJ.nciple, whJ.ch had also been recognized by the Commission, of 

conceding to each of its component cultural and religious groups the right to its 

own cultural laws and customs. It would therefore be very dJ.fficult to make 

uniform laws, :r;a rticulJ.rly on so delicate a subject as marriage, unless they were 

accompanied by some very important reservations. 

Mr. JEVREMOVIC (Yugoslavia), replying to an earlier observation of the 

ChJ.lean representative, said that it was for States to fix the age of consent and 

the age of legal majority, since the position differed from country to country. 

'sociologists had laid down no defJ.n~te rules on the subject; indeed, they held 

The two ages were by no means neceasarily identical. In aey event, marriage 

must be based on the full consent of the future partners, even if conditions, such 

as parental approval, were imposed during the period between the age of consent and 

that of reaching majority. 

He pointed out an error of translation in the Russian text of Article 16 of 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, where the French words "age nubile" 

had been rendered by the word "majority ( 11sovershennoletiya11 ), which was incorrect. 

Mrs. LEFAUCHEUX., Representative of the Commission on the Status of Women, 

replying to the Chilean represen~ative's remarks, observed that the Commission on the 

Status of \1/omen had discussed the question of marriageable age in pz:ivate Gession, 

~nd had decided that it was for States to fix that age. 

She confessed that she Has surprised by the discussion that had just taken 

place, since it was merely a question of introducing into the draft covenant on 

civil and political rights an article from the Universal DeclaratJ.on, which the 
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Commission on Human Rights had adopted atter thorough discussion, The Commission on 

the Status of Women had felt that it would be simplifying the Commissien•s task if it 

refrained from amending the text of Article 16 of the Universal Declaration, as the 

Chilean representative now suggested should be .. done. It had simply asked that the 

text bet ranslated from the plane of procl.ama.tion of. principles to that of practical 

re~lity, and she therefore felt that it would be unwise to tamper with a text that 

had alrea~ been approved by the States M6mbers of the United Nations. 

It was rather discouraging for the Commission on the Status of Women to learn 

that in the opinion of the French representative the principles laid down in 

Article 16 of the Universal Declaration ought only to appear in a covenant with a 

progressive implementation clause, ~~en the Commission on the Stdtus of Women had 

decided to ask that Article 16 be included in the covenant on civil and political 

rights, it had realized that its presence there would mean that governmeDts would 

either have to take immediate appropr1ate steps, or declare that they were unable to 

sign the covenant befor'1 bringing their national legislation into line with the 

principles already recognized internationally, as governing marriage and family life. 

She accordingly emphasized on behalf· of the Commission on the Status of tvomen that 

it was 1n the convention on civil and political rights that it desired Article 16 of 
' 

the Universal Declaration to appear. 

Speaking for herself, since the Commission on the Status .of Women had not dealt 

with the point, she observed that members of the Commission attached great 

importance to the consideration that the decis1ons taken should be decisions of 

principle. She mentioned the example of the Convention on Political Rights of Women, 

The Commission, of which she had been Chair.man when that instrument had been drafted, 

had preferred to include the x:r1nciple of equality of access to publlo office, although 

it had known that such a proVision would' prevent a large number or countries from 

. ratii'ying the Covenant. Rathor than see a weak version or Article 16 of the 

Universal Declaration inserted in the covenant on civil and political rights, 

therefore, the Commission on the Status of Women would prater the article to be 

included in the covenant on economic, social and cultural rights, although the latter 

suffered from the great disadvantage that it would be implemented only progressivelY. 
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The CHAIRMAN pointed out that ·th~ Commission was engaged in drafting 

legally binding instrUments, which were essentially different tram mere proclamations 

of ideals such as the U~versal Declaration of Human Rights, States would be under 

a legal obligation to apply the proV1sions of the covenant on civil and political 

rights immediately, and those of the covenant on economic, social and cultural 

rights progressively, 

Mr, WHITLAM (Australia) said that at'the present stage of the discussion 

it was difficult to form any kind of judgment. His remarks should therefore be 

regarded.as tentative. 

He had been much impressed by the eloquent statement made at the 380th meeting 

by the representative of the Commission on the Status of Women, but the Chilean and 

French representatives had drawn attention to certain matters which gave grounds for 

hes!tation. In particular, he agreed that paragraph (3) of Article 16 of the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights was too weak. It expressed 'only a sociological 

concept. As such, it was probably appropriate in its context. But from the 

Christian point of view at least, marriage and family were not to be regarded in · 

purely sociological terms; marriage was essentially a sacramental act. He was 

afraid that, if Article 16 of the Universal Declaration was inserted in the draft 

covenants, it would be interpreted by ma.Jl¥ as being the highest expression of the 

United Nat1ons' convictions about marriage and the family, ·and that those 

institutions would suffer serious harm 1n consequence, in view of the world-w:ide 

respect which :the covenants would canmand. He 1'ul.ly agreed with the Chilean 

representative that the COJDDission should not attempt to cover every a spec.t of 

marriage and the family, because all that it could insert in a legal instrument '~rA""B 

certain purely legal provisions relating to them. It would be impossible to include . 
provisions which would adequately cover those td.de aspects of the subject which he 

had in mind without going outside the framework of the covenants as they were at 

present tak~g shape. 

For that reason, he had been greatly lllterested in the Chairman's reference to 

article 10, paragraph 3, ot the draft covenant on economic, social and cultural 

rights. All countries could accept what was said there, and the wording did not go 

farther than was proper in a legal instrument. Tentati vel.y, he felt that that ~,f'A A 
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all that was required. If that view' were accepted, the covenants would not refer to 

enjoyment by the sexes ot equal rights as to marriage, during marriage ~nd at. its 

dissolution; that omission might appear to be a step backward, but he agreed with 

the French representative that, if it tried to ach1eve too much, the Commission would 

be hazarding the whole ship. Although the need for .eliminating all f.orms of 

inequality must be borne constantly in mind, some were very deeplY rooted in history, 
' . 

and it would be unrealistic to suppose that they could 'oe removed overnight. 

Mr. DIAZ-CASANUEVA (Chile) feared that the representative of the Commission 

on the Status of women had misunderetood him. His only criticism which, he could 

assure her, had been made in a constructive and positive spirit, had been that paragraph 

(3) of the proposed text was too vague, and of too general a nature, for inclusion 

in the draft covenant, which was intended ~ . ~e A 1 ~gally binding instrument. 

Mrs. ROSSEL (Sweden) said that at the £ ·~sent stage she would confine 

herself to a few conun~nts on the t ext pro posed by the Commission on the Status of 

Women, and to the question whether it was appropriate in the context of the draft 

covenant on' civil and political rights. In the first place, she noted that 

paragraph (l) read: "••• without aqy limitation due to race, nationality or 

religion ••• ". In enume.;:ations the ,·e was always a risk of omissions. She wondered, 

for example, whether limitations due to social origin, political opinions or marital 

status were not also relevant. 

Secondly, she feared that as it stood the same paragraph would not be conducive 

to the abolition of certain harmful practices which were still prevalent; the words 

"of full age" should be replaced by some such words as 11of an age to be provided for 

in national laws11 • 

Thirdly, she suggested that the second sentence of paragraph (1) should read: 

"They are entitled to enjoy eque.,lity in their reciprocal rJ.shts and duties as to 

marriage, during marr.iage and at its dissolution". 

Lastly, with regard to paragra }h C3), she wondered whether the Commission. on the 

Status of Women had given any thought to the responsibilities which would devolve . 
upon the State in the economic sphere if that paragraph becwme legally binding. 

The meeting rose at 5.30 p,m •. 


